The Faster, Easier Way
to Revit Model Auditing
Ideate Explorer for Revit

“Ideate Explorer for Revit is absolutely the best tool for model
auditing, power selection and model maintenance.”
—Richard Sachs, Project BIM Coordinator, NBBJ, Seattle, Washington

Audit fast. Keep Revit models
trouble-free.
Since auditing operations done natively in Revit are notoriously
tedious and time-consuming, think outside the Revit box. Ideate
Explorer for Revit gives you a way to perform these operations
quickly. It’s the fast, accurate way to assess and restore Revit
file health.

SAV E VA LUA B L E T I M E
“heavily reduces the need to manually select items
in the model… resulted in a two day saving over
previous methods of manual selection.”
—Alastair Brook, BIM Manager–Construction,
CSI Global Services, Australia

Revit users can
n

n

 ind and delete hidden, undesired, obsolete insertions,
F
including DWGs
 ind, refine and revise elements, even those excluded
F
from the project browser

n

Ensure Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)

n

Get a jump on clash detection

n

Keep worksets organized

n

E xport common problem areas to Excel

Get a full, in-depth view of any Revit model…
Ideate Explorer for Revit lets you find whatever element you need – in the current view or entire project.
You can hone in on inconsistently named elements,
change them to the standard naming convention
and clean-up rogue line styles almost instantly.

…and understand all elements present
Ideate Explorer for Revit gives you the ability to
search, filter and tie up inter-relationships between
the 100,000+ building elements in a Revit model.

AUDIT: U
 se the built-in
“Ideate Audit”
filter to quickly find
potential problem
areas, or customize
your own filter.

POWER SELECTION: Dig down into all elements,
not just those within the
Project Browser, then Show or
Zoom to the selected element.

Use power selection
At a glance without opening each view, you get valuable information. You can check an
active view or the entire model, and view by current selection. Elements can be organized
by level, category, room, space or workset and then ordered as you need and want. You
can see what you don’t want in the model, make fixes and keep the model healthy.
Easily browse, find, and edit instances of revisions, grids, reference planes, color fills,
annotation, and other items not covered within the project browser.

Pinpoint and modify in moments
You can locate unwanted CAD files, including those propagated in error, and modify or
effectively delete them from the Revit model. Find hidden DWGs, isolate them, return to
Revit to delete them and then confirm the deletion. Elusive CAD links and Revit links –
even those inserted very far from the other elements – are no longer difficult and timeconsuming to search. Instead, they can be located in minutes or seconds, not hours.
Revit model performance is enhanced. You can dramatically diminish file size, minimize
the common risk of error-propagation and save countless hours.

Try Ideate Explorer for Revit Today
A fully functional 30 day trial version of Ideate Explorer for Revit software is available
at ideatesoftware.com/download/

O RG A N IZE E ASI LY
“Ideate Explorer for Revit is an absolute necessity… makes it easier to
understand what elements are present… easy to make the necessary
changes quickly.”
—Kirk Cox, Design Technology Application Manager,
Design Technology Studio, Lionakis, Sacramento, California

ABOUT IDEATE SOFTWARE

Ideate Software is a comprehensive set of far-reaching BIM data management tools. Ideate BIMLink powers the “I” in BIM, allowing users to pull data from an Autodesk Revit file into Microsoft
Excel for fast and precise editing, and push the data back into Revit with equal ease. Ideate
Explorer for Revit lets users search, filter, quantify and select to easily manage the 100,000+
elements in a Revit model. Both solutions help Autodesk Revit users solve problems in AEC
workflows and help the Revit community leverage BIM to its fullest advantage.
Current Release Ideate Explorer 2015
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Release Date: 4.2014

Additional Information ideatesoftware.com/ideateexplorer
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sales@ideatesoftware.com
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